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CHAIRMANS CHATTER

Another year, and another A.G. M. a new chairman'pours truly" and a new committee.
But first a big thank you should go to all who served nn last years committee, a lot of hard work
was carried out by all the members and a lot of thankless jobs also, but it all contributes to
keeping the M/cr 17 "s running the best that is possible.
MANY THANKS GENTLEMEN FROM ALL
THE CLUB.

A big thank

you should also go to Paul Tootal my predecessor
who has worked for many
years on the committee and for the club in a variety of jobs.
Paul appears to have temporarily
left us and I am sure we would all wish him the very best for the future and hope we see him soon
at the club.

Well taking on the chairman's seat one wonders what is best for the club for the 1980's,
certainly a lot of members agree that better communication between all the different divisions of the
club and especially information and announcements
between the club room and bar area on a
Tues. night, (Paul also complained of this problem) is one of the main areas to be tackled. I
hope to resolve this problem in a practical way once and for all if possible and as soon as possible.
We seem

to have had a successful

year especially on the Trials scene with a successful.
It was nice to see the Road section helping out
where possible and it shows we can have a united club, when we all help each other and I am sure
it can only go to snake a more successful and strongex club. The Road section have had some good
events with Treasure hunts and smaller xoad trials but unfortunately the Peak Road Trial was beset
with px'oblems and did not materia.lise.

Northern Experts and Dave Rowlands Trials.

The Rally Section did have a successful
rally in the end but was certainly bugged with
problems but we all learn and again should make for a bettex planned rally for 1980. The Trail
section as always go about their things quietly and always give support to the TRIALS fraternity when
they require it, but as always they are constantly tlreatened by the closure of Green Lanes and are
having to constantly keep a watchful eye on things.
The club should remember that some of
these threatened closures could affect us all in the long run so we would do well to remember to
support and help the TRAIL section if they sometimes need it.
the 80's and I hope we can see a more united club with even bigger successes
than this year and it only remains for me to say A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR MEMBERS
WITH MANY MLES OF SAFE RIDING TO YOU ALL.
So into

YOURS

JIM
CRETARY'S SPOT
First of all, I must thank all those who entered the President's Cup Road Trial on
September 16th. The event was won jointly by JOHN HOXWORTH, who managed to keep the
Norton going this time, and COLIN WOOD —
an excellent result on his fix'st road trial.
Commiserations to ruxmer-up GRAHAM WATSON, who would have been the outright winner
except that he wasn't sure whether or not the sun would set before 9. 0 p, m. on Boxing day !
Credit is also due to 5th place man DAVE DUCKETT, who was easily the fastest man xound.
SE

He started

after

1

o'lock

and was back at the Robin Hood at ten past seven.

Well, the AGM is over now, and as I enter my second year as secretary, I would
like to take this opportunity of thanking the 1979 committee and all club members who have
helped
to make this year a successful year for the club with many varied events from all sections
of
the club,
We hope that next year the Peak Road Trial will run again, along with a road
safety
event, to be run in conjunction with Stockport College. Volunteers are now required to help
organise both events.

A few weeks ago we visited the Macclesfield Roadriders M. C. C. and although the
turnout from the Manchester 17 was poor, the Macclesfield lads really showed us how to put
on a good do. Food, games and hospitality made it a very enjoyable evening for us all.
Many
thanks again to the Mac cle sf ield R . R, M. C, C.

A HAPPY

NEW YEAR TO

ALL
Ian Bottomley

—Yamaha

XS750

—7 day

original.

This newsletter is rather late and full of lots of good articles many from the same
I would like to receive articles from other members including possibly their wives,
after all it is they that have to put up with us when we boil our chains in the kitchen or the
sons or fathers that keep bike bits under the bed and will not have them disturbed or dusted.
people.

series

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Roger Richards and his staff for the last
of newsletter and hope that he will return soon.

It

is hoped to publish a newsletter every two months
by post if not on a Tuesday night, to any committee member
Bottomley.
My address for articles is:

so if you can,get your copy to me
or your club secretary, Ian

D, F. DUCKETT
24 STONEYLAND DRIVE, NEW MILLS, SK12 3DL
L ET TE RS

TO E DITOR

I would like to thank all those who contributed

newsletter

to the newsletter

editor.

during my term as

It is a pity that the same few people write, I'm sure more people should put pen to
paper and write something once in a while, even a few jokes.
I would also like to thank PAUL HIBBERT, IAN BOTTOMLEY and JIM MAPLE who
took over when my work took me abroad to Kenya and Germany.
When in NAIROBI in
200cc to 650cc racing against
speed was about 60 mph over
bikes home which meant they

I should

July I went to a race meeting.
What a laugh, road bikes of
each other, not very exciting, but a good laugh, the average
a 1-2 mile circuit. After the racing the riders had to ride the
couldn't afford to crash.

be in Germany

when this is published

so see you when

ROGER RICHARDS

I return.

LE TTE RS TO E DI TOR

KEITH WILLIAMS VISITS THE WORI.D OF JOTA

After five days, four countries and almost 1000 miles and not a few gallors/litres
of precious fluid, we arrive at what for me, is the highlight of the holiday, the home of the
"three cylinder rocket-ship'~ JOTA —
namely the Laverda factory at Bxeganze, N. Italy.

'l7'ember,

that it's four p.m. and too late to have
very politelytour of the factory {arrive, walk in, ask for MR, GIANNIASALDINI, request —
its
not
4
come
will
true,
providing
p.m.
dreams
and your
).
Such is the timing of a typical

Where to stay the night? a field opposite the factory looks very inviting,
and into Breganze village for a pizza and fill up on the local vino.

pitch tent

Nine a.m. the following morning and we march into the front office and Mr. Saldini is
expecting us; the tour begins with a look at the works endurance racing machine (drool) and on
past the design and prototype dept. (no sir, sorry, but we cannot let you in to see the "V6
Shaftie") and into the factory proper. The first thing to strike you is the cleanliness of the place,
nice and cool compared with the outside world. Production lines are moved
and the temperature —
by the workers themselves and at their own pace; tote bins full of carbs, frames, pistons cranks,
cases, barrels, cylinder heads wheels etc. etc. etc. are strategically placed around the factory
floor (free samples not given), we watch one worker balancing crankshafts on a machine which has the
limits enmarked, he ignores the marked limits and gets them "spot-on", an obvious pride in
his work.

of construction (they were building the 30th Anniversary
the
final inspection stage, to a line of at least twenty bikes
this
to
particular
week)
Specials
Finally we are
(bound for England we are told) but minus petrol tanks (put on after testing).
taken outside and onto Laverda's private test-track where their test-rider is putting a "30th
The track (excellent surface) in shape reminds me of Oulton Park,
Special" through its paces.
with three sides of a square and a long, long right hander instead of the back straight, and then
0
a hairpin 180 as is Esso.
We go past all the stages

Every Laverda is tested by him on the track for 20 minutes, and I mean tested!
sir, but we cannot let you test one! ); Pete Davies has "nowt" on this fella!

All too
are exchanged
a return visit.

Mr. Saldini escorts

us back to the main gate,

(sorry

thanks and good wishes
and we are back on the road heading East to Venice, vowing to one day, make
soon

W.K. WILLIAMS

LETTERS TO EDITOR {Continued)
THE M.Z. APPRECIATION SOCIETY

Dear Editor
Just a couple or three things you should know if you don't already.

The first is that a 250cc M. Z. gained the best overall individual performance in
the 1979 I.S.D. T. in Germany and was ridden by Frank Schubert, an East German blacksmith.
The bike had the kickstarter working off the crankshaft {as Jawa) so presumably kicked forwaxd
towards the front wheel and the horizontally finned cylinder head was in existence, although
the rest of the bike looked considerably revamped you can bet M. Z, changed as little as possible.
The second item of interest is whether you read the account in "Motor Cycle Sport"
ride from New York to Alaska onto Tierra Del Fuego taking some ten months
and covering 48, 000 miles, on a TS 250/I, 5 speeder.
A total cost of spares used including
tyres and one chain was f75, no major mechanical faults being encountered.

of Dave Baynam's

The third item will be more readily available to touch and admire, Dave Nurse has
purchased a new 5 wpeed TS 250/I and had the frame, tank, mudguards and headland resprayed
in silver, then a red pencil line edging added on the tank and mudguards —
looks good. However,
not content to finish there, Dave decided the M. Z. handle bar/headlamp switch gear could be
improved and has added some tatty jap black coloured gear, which from a control point of view
does mean after initial switching on at the headlamp all other operations are from the handlebar
switches.
A very well finished good looking job Dave, don't add any oriental bits, MZs were
designed with the sophistication and reliability of a household brick {and the durability of a
blacksmiths anvil ed)

Just a final comment to Dave Searle, I know M. Zs need virtually no attention through
of hygene how about descaling it annually'? and the Guzzi

their long life, but in the interests
doesn't look much better.

JOHN WARD
MZ 7 Day Original

Dear John

At last

to have hit the nail or more precisely the MZ on the head in your
last and truly pathetic attempt to justify the existence of such a mediocre marque.
you seem

There is little point in trying to hide the truth behind such suggestions as supping
meths for the stimulation you say it gives —
I didn't know it stimulated anything —
but seeing
as you recommend it it certainly must dull the mind into believing that these MZ's provide true
motorcy»ng-. I assume the expression "Head Banger" has something to do with part of the
antique engineering used in the MZ design leading to the description of what happens when it
fails on a dark night in rush hour outside the Robin Hood —
but John why try directing the traffic
in a dark mac. Ae you recommending it from past experience?

To put it in plain words I'm sure you won't understand "stop supping meths and
in order to make your life more challenging, put the money into a modern machine it will
make ROYCH CLOUGH look like a motorway"
KEN R
(Don't Waste Energy- Spend a Day in Bed)
MZ Owners Section

I reckon

appear

we now have about 10 MZ owners in this club, if your name does not
here please come and speak to John Ward or place an X if you do not wish publicity!

John Ward

Brian Capper
Bob

Brian Starkie
Andy Gregory
Dave Nurse
Dave Searle

Geof Hemstock
Trevor Cowdrey

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ
MZ

7

day original

occasional
6 day
6 day
5
5

4
5

5

8

day

replica
replica

speed
speed personalised
speed tatified
speed new member
speed

If you have any exploits which you and your M, Z. have achieved or are going
to achieve come and tell me, its usually worth putting into the newsletter to bore the
oriental clique.
Incidentally the 7 day original won the road tyx'e class in the Edinburgh trial in
October this year and now with this success having gone to its head its having a holiday in
January to compete in the Exeter Trial together with Brian Starkie on his new M. Z..
Peter Potts SP370 Suzuki, and a T, R. F. member Walter Boothx'oyd 500 Txiumph Adventurex'.
Have you any tips to improve upon the superlative running of your M. Z, i. e.
Teflon coated aerfoil section speedo needles to reduce drag as they whizz round the dials etc.

JOHN WARD
MZ 7 day original

Well! well! well! I have read it all now, but I haven't seen it yet! What? you may ask.
Well, if you have read the last few news letters, you can't have helped noticing a continuous stream
of drivel being written about a certain EMZED. Something about a seven day wonder
never breaks down, and would eat up any other sort of inferior motor-bike including Jim
Maple's flagship (the one with writing all through it! ). But after all the journalistic bickering,
where is it? this ultra super startraveller,
the one and only seven day 'original'hat's
ever
been made? The only machine that turns the roughest unmade roads into silk, transporting
its rider on gossamer wings into oblivion and the nearest cafe full of gesticulating ramblers
and horse types!',
'original'hat

I say "where is it?" because I spotted the so-called John Ward the other Tuesday
night impeccably dressed in. a SUIT, and when I followed him out into the cold night aix I
thought "at last, got him, and his machine!" only to find that with the fiick of the wxist and
the twist of an ignition key, he slid into a CAR, yes a CAR, THE GREAT JOHN WARD IN A
CAR ON CLUB NIGHT. I don't think this seven day wonder original runabout exists at all
except in his minds eye —
and I think that that's shut most of the time!

LETTERS TO EDITOR {continued)

All replies or

any other correspondence
on the subject of seven day wonder original
EMZEDS and any others must be scrutineered by the editor for sincerity.

DAVID F. DUCKETT

P.S,

By the way, I sold my bike {incidentally the best in the world) at Christmas,
the council thickies were on strike and I had to use a landrover and 4 wheel drive

because
to get to work.

P.P.S.

Thanks to Ian for the Road Trial on the 17th, really great day out, even though. I
couldn't start before 1. 30 p. m., and special thanks to Roger Richards for the loan of his
bike; Roger was away making rock cakes for the army to chuck at the enemy {Funny, I
thought the ware was over.'.
Just shows how wrong you can be sometimes!!
D.

The 31st Annual Banbu

Run

One area in which production is definitely on the increase is that of museums and the
collection of vintage items. We are becoming experts in looking back, except when it comes to
twisting your neck to see who is behind you on the bike.

I doubt if the present Honda owner sees his model being applauded for its performance
in the year 2030 it will probably be on his mantlepiece as rust in an urn. This fate has not
befallen the Scotts, Triumphs, AJS's, Bzough's etc. made by engineers at the beginning of
the century, and on Sunday at Banbury Nick and I saw them all.
Hikes that we had only read about like the Ner-a-Car with its centre hub steering.
The ABC forerunner of the BMW and made in Britain. The Scott with the first telescopic
fork and water cooled engine.
The Henderson, four cylinders in line, I suppose todays version
would be across the frame like the Honda and the chain would not have needed a right angle turn
to drive the back wheel and there would be no cooling problems.
The Raleigh, Douglas, Zenith,
Sunbeam, Rudge, BSA, Grindlay Peerless,
Velocette, I had heard and seen most of these before,
but I had never heard of a Beeston, the Johnson, the Buchet, the Hazlewood, have you?

The Bradbury made in 1914 was remarkable in that it used the engine as part of the
That's not new you may say, but in this case the bosses were cast on the crankcase
and the tubes brazed into them so that you couldn't take the engine out of the frame without a
hacksaw.
Well it was our first visit to Banbury but if you didn't come this year then be sure to see
next years 'Run'hese models will still be running even if you have had to change yours.

frame.

KEITH 8E NICK

All But Nowt
The Cheshire group went on safari to the Yorkshire Dales with an early start of
8. 0 a. m. from DENTON. 9 bikes were ridden and 3 trailed to SETTLE where some fuel
was found and with an assurance the garage would be open until 8. Op. m. that evening, we 8:t
off over MASTILES LANE to KILNSEY which was just nicely moist. Continuing on into
KETTLEWELL and up to CAM HEAD the MZ7 day original had a momentary loss of
concentration and dived into a ditch remodelling the gear lever and frontmudguard, the descent
from the head over loose rocks caused a few waving legs before reading STARBOTTOM. Going
north through SUCKDEN we eventually turned left for STALLING HUSK and with dinner time
approaching headed into HAWKS. Petrol here was non-obtainable as it also was in BAINBRIDGE,
where we turned to take the Roman Road to CAM END, a steady ride along here with just a
shower of rain to wet the limestone, kept you concentrating on rejoining the road after we
found we turned for SIDDALE FOOT. Here man and machine began to wilt, with DON SHAW

who had his son on pillion, the rear chain parted, BRIAN GOUGH MZ fought for grip albeit
—can't think why, you'e got a superb machine there Brian and
sometimes unsuccessfully
RICHARD CLARKSON became detached from his rear number plate —
never to be found
—
the
the
numbex
mean.
On
turn
fox
MONKEY
plate I
reaching
BECK GRAINS we
again
followed this to the road —
the last gate being paddlocked and requiring lifting off its hinges.

The route led on into DENT where the only
go out to SALTER FELL but to follow the coal road
could best be described as very moist, which caused
POTTS had a rosy glow to his cheeks as did several

garage was closed, so we decided not to
from DENT towards INGLETON and this
no end of loss of vertical hold. PETER
others by the time we regained the tarmac.

of DAVID GREEN and NIGEL made it look too easy and it
The P.E. Suzukis
was probably boring but with road tyres they could have had fun too. All that was left now was
the run back to SETTLE but with most bikes on or nearly reserve it was going to be a problem,
VERNON LEIGH squeezed the last few drops from his spare can and we set off with WALTER
BOOTHROYD who had carried a 2 gallon can on his carrier to act as sweeper up and by the
time we reached SETTLE the can was empty and fortunately the garage was still open. I
think PHIL ROSSOM must owe WALTER about a gallon as he was tippling from the tin nearly
all afternoon.
Thanks to HOWARD WADSWORTH for warning us of the petrol situation
we may still have been there on the coal road.
JOHN WARD
The Relentless
MZ

CLUB

DINNE R

DAN CE
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1980

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 1ST.

Full 'sit-down'eal
Guests:

—presentation

Road Racer

Manager,

TICKETS;

R5. 50

of awards.

—Mick Grant

Belle Vue Aces

—Eric

from ANDY GREGORY

Boocock

Day Original

otherwise

TRIALS NEWS
Northern Ex

rts

You should know by now that we are allowing BRADFORD + Dist M. C. to run this trial
It looks like being
at their Yarnbury Ground near Grassington Yorks on 16th December.
Dave
Rowland,
31 Horsefair Ave.
reg's
from
are now available
an all private land affair and

Chaple-on-le-Frith,

Nr. Stockport.

What happens with this arrangement is that we hold the permit, get the entries and
provide the awards. Bradford provide the venue and organisation of the event on the day,
We are responsible for the event generally and so co-operate closely with the other club
to ensure all goes smoothly.

Again in 1980 we hope to do the same with maybe another suitable club
over-using our land and the problem of weather.

—it

saves

us

Extra Trial
of the above we may run a trial on the same day 16th December at
Watch trials news for more information.
Wildboarclough.
Because

British Sidecar Cham ionshi

Our new Dave Rowland National Trial will carry championship
Club Cham ionshi

—Len

status

for sidecars

in 1980.

Ayre Trophy.

since last newsletter, but by the time you read this we will have held the
Final positions etc.
Fisher Trophy 28th Octobex. See next newsletter for results.
No events

Next Year

trials next year. 6 novice, youth and over 40's, 3 open trials using
Duron
Rounds
public roads, 3
(expert type, Saturday night private ground). The National,
one club adult trial, the Northern Experts, A 4 stroke sidecar/Trail Bike/Trial and a trials
school. A full list will be issued like this year in the last newsletter of the year giving dates.
If part of club championship, venue and sec of meeting
We are to run 16

Youth Club Cham ionshi

—John

Qtntrell Trophy

Final position after 4 rounds:

Trials 18/1, 8/4, 24/6,

A
Mick Edwards
Philip Bovil
Scott Rowland
Jeremy Hawker
Peter Glew
D. Vaughen
Carl Baker

26 pts
16
16
14
5
5
3

T. Carter

2

Hey Benton

2

Carl Braddock

2

David Watson

1

23 sets 79
B

Carl Heath
Ian Bovel
Carl Heath

Phil Turner
Andrew Cantrell
D. Swain
T. Capper
J. Wall
A. Potts
G. Stevenson

C
19 pts
17
12
7
5
3

3
3
1

1

G. Marfleet
R. Vaughen
M.J. White

6
5

5

pts

The final round, to have been at Rowarth on Saturday
with access for youth riders.

10. 11. 79, has been cancelled

due to problems

Results

—youth

Novice
Best A
1st Class

A

Best Novice
1st class Novice
fT

Trial

2nd December

of events.

over 40 trial 23rd September

Scott Rowland
Mick Edwards
Jeremy Hawker
S. Smith
P. Turner
John Garlick

22

Tim Clark
D. Walter

68

at Hawks Nest.
Best B
1st Class B
Best over 40
1st class over 40

32
37
52

Carl Heath
P. Turner
John Cantrell

58

125

Roy Sweetmore

31

62

64
66
74

1979

This Novice-Inter-Expert
The sec. will be:

Trial at Dale Farm

has a different Sec.

to that on the list

Mrs.C. Jones
32

Marple Hall Drive,

Marple,

Cheshire.

WHO WROTE THIS?

Trials orientated don't want to be

The Edinbur

on the main committee

Trial 6.10.79

With a good entry of 8 riders Manchester 17/T,R. F. we decided to tackle the Trial
en masse —
somebody is bound to do some good —I think the results may prove this to be
a fallacy. A certain amount of machine preparation had taken place for the 300 mile round
trip and particularly on those bikes normally used to sporting knobblies, trial tyres had to be
fitted and a small front number plate to carry the competition number.
The MZ 7 day original had been fettled i. e. a quick clean, look at the plug and fit road
tyres. these tyres were chosen for two good reasons, the first being that a more challenging
ride should make life interesting and that as the bike is basically a standard road going TS250
it would not be particularly competitive in comparison with trial or trail machinery whether or
not competition tyres were fitted.
When the great day arrived,

to be precise Friday night, a group of us had decided tp
ride from Chapel-en-le-Frith to Coventry and at'8. 30 p.m. the group of 8 set off, ably led by
Walter Boothroyd's 500 Triumph Adventurer, it was a fine night with a full moon but the
temperature was decidedly low, this necess'itating a couple of stops en route before closing-time
to ensure the blood contained sufficient anti-freeze additive. However the southbound service
station at Coventry was duly reached, petrol was replenished,
a few old acquaintances
were renewed,
machinery was examined, signing on was completed, it only remained now to start and it didn'
take long for 2. 14 a, m. to arrive.

The initial run from Coventry by any chosen route to Finderm, Nr. Burton-onTrent was accomplished without problems apart from the cold night air, particularly in
the low lying areas where the temperature must have dropped at least 10 fahrenheit and
this made the breakfast available at Atkins Cafe very welcome at 4.0 a. m. Having fed
and warmed it was with some reluctance a fresh start was made at 5. 15 a. m. to Darley Dale
on the A6. This was probably the hardest part so far with thick mist patches and cold to
contend with, arriving at Darley dripping wet from the mist, petrol was available if required,
then it was over the road to the car park into the first time control, where riding numbers
were issued, the car park was virtually inky black with only the faint glow from the interior
lights of the Marshals cars, and as most bike lights work only when the engines are
running the darkness was more or less complete (MZ excepted from that comment as also
was Brian Starkies 250 XL Honda). The time for departure toward the first observed sections
at Putwell was reached and in fact the first section under the trees was tackled with headlights
on, from here we climbed upwards to the second section and the restart on the wet limestone
had its moments, it was shortly after this that I tried swapping ruts, well I did but the bike
didn', road tyres do funny things like that, however after picking the bike up, it refused to
start until it was pushed over the summit and bump started, this method can be definitely
recommended for starting the blood bumping around also. Litton Slack came next and with
the grassy climb having a frosted wet appearance it seemed a good idea to get a start on it
before it became polished, but this proved to be of no avail, as despite not having to stop in
the "G" box due to being on road tyres, I ran out of grip just beyond the "A" line despite some
vigorous footing. Most of the competition tyre class seemed easily able to grip and Peter
Potts despite his No.13 appeared to have a steady ride on his Suzuki SP370 to the ends cards.
Highcliffe after queuing to start was good section consisting of a steep climb up a rocky gaily,
plenty of grip but not much width for manoeuvring and Millstone Edge followed a similar pattern,
the special test had me wondering whether to foot or not and in the interests of being a bit
throttle happy, I decided to foot and hoped it was time only —was it'7 Delays now seemed to
increase slightly when arriving at Bamford Clough and I found a 19 to 1 bottom gear only just
coped with the gradient from the section start line, however the motor picked up after the first
3 or 4 yards, but I seem to remember an avoidable dab before the end markers,
by contrast
Hagg Sides two sections were relatively easy and the good length of them gave you chance to weigh
up the bends ahead.
By now the delays particularly at Hagg Side had knocked the time schedule out, so a
steady 60 mph was called for to try and pull it back along the road to peak forest where the
local constabulary
had thoughtfully placed a radar trap in the 40 mph restricted village,
however as the route turned left before the welcoming party sited further along it would have been
Haydale was reached nearly back on
a bit of an anticlimax even if the limit had been exceeded.
schedule and New Tumstead followed both being cleaned, Taxal was a good section but a wavering
foot on the first left turn somehow ruined my determination when it touched the ground.

In steadily brightening weather now with noon arriving, the Rake End time control was
reached with ten minutes in hand after leaving the triumphs somewhere back along the road,
and having had my card duly signed set off after Brian Starkie and Peter Potts to Old Long Hill
special test. Before crossing the start line I read the instructions several times to make it clear
and all went well until as I dashed over I ine "C" I realised I should have stopped astride
dammed brain fade again!
Apparently Peter did the same, however the following section was
cleaned despite the chicanery although I should imagine the cars later on had some problems.

it-

-10-

All that remained now was a final run into the Pavillion
with John Boothroyd on what might
cuppa whilst commiserating
There was no question that if you understood all the instructions
during the early morning onwards, it would have been dead easy!
too optimistic this year about a repeat of last years win —
never
down there took too much out of you.
How about a Manchester
some of you hard riding-rallyists

mind John probably the ride

'17'eam

versus a T.R. F. team next year?
joining me in the standard road tyre class?
MZ

Sounds

Gardens and a well earned
have been ridden clean.
perfectly and applied them
John Garlick didn't seem

like good fun and a strong challenge,

or what about

JOHN NARD
day original

7

although

road tyres don't work on

rutted mud roads as I know to my peril.

E.D,
In Search of the Hol

Grail or Mach

lieth Revisited June '79

I could reel off map references, one after another giving a yard, by yard account
of the 2 day trial run in June, in Wales, or I could describe Plynlimon's wild thoroughfares
bogby bog, spectacular views, impossible climbs, 'orrible 'oles, and the boring
predictability which this part of Wales causes people to fall off m/cycles, damage m/cycles,
have punctures, get wet thro'nd take strange mud baths, but I won'!
The difficulty about trial riding is communicating

its bizzare

appeal

to others.

Football is easy, rugby is easy, even rambling is easily explained to the most
simple minded! but trial riding, essentially a participant past-time, presents a real challenge.

Its easy to earn the "yawn of the year" award when trying to explain and
the uninitiated the intense feeling of personal achievement of emerging unscathed
Quatermass like bog, or the quite perverse delight one feels as a friend tumbles
direction of the nearest hospital bed, whilst murmering the trial riders prayer;
God don't let me fall off here

describe
in the
"Please

So within the confines of (A) writing about the Machylleth weekend and (B) to
communicate a little of the reality of the 2 days, without having to resort to the usual.
Ward (I remember the Balloon Game) cliches.

I

give you my analysis

of the lesser

spotted

to

from a

trial rider circa 1979, now read

John
on:

The ancient ritual of the Barbour Suit. Time: 8. 30 a.m. Saturday 2nd June l979.
Place: The White Lion Hotel.
The above is justifiably famous for its breakfasts.
Too much toast etc. produced a
false sense of wellbeing.
We all know the average Manchester 'l7'ember
is rightly famous for his sartorial
elegance, once prised off his beloved motor cycle, so the prospect post breakfast, was indeed
a grim one.
Toast, bacon, eggs etc. there had been in abundance, the old fashioned dining
room was ablaze with comfortable, yet chic Marks and Sparks cardigans, and dashing check
sports slacks bought from the catalogue, a fine example being Dennis Taylor and Peter Conway
to name but two. Yet within minutes this sartorial image was shattered for ever, for outside
in car boots, lay mud encrusted barbour suits, stiff with a night spent in the open. Determined
to punish the unsuspecting owners, even worse, 5 ton Sidi's, 10 ton wellies, and iron hard gloves.
With strange green spots on the sides inexplicable ribs fins, tarnished buckles down the front
and sides, a strangely reminiscent odour and a unique capacity for permanent dampness.

Gordon Ruffley assured

me this is normal,

On Natural Selection

Time:

I press on.

8. 50 Star date:

Alpha minus six.

Ten m/cr '17'iders,
plus two WI'RA members congregated in the car park,
only Charles Darwin could have explained to the sane and sensible as to why the sympathetic
and intelligent gravitated towards Dennis and I inherited the wild eyed residue whose brains
run on Bsl Bay, who were also muttering "definitely trials overalls today lads" (with the famous
words: "gentlemen start your engines"), we then roamed off in a haze of blue smoke in
search of the serious trial riders Holy Grail, the ultimate bog!
Love hate relationships,

fully explained.

We all know that motor cyclist's have a strange unnatural affection for their steeds.
They spend days in freezing sheds or central heated lounges re-building engines, devising
devious chain oilers, and mods to extract the maximum go out of engines.
They talk lovingly
about secret mixtures, fastidious maintenance,
and how to fit warm fablon for protection of
tanks and brightly coloured dubious stickers, i. e. "Don't eat yellow snow". Yet given scent
of the first sump cracking, suspension shacking, rocky accent or engine bursting, wellie
dragging bog, a strange transformation occurs. Adrenalin flows, eyes stand out like organ
stops, the veins throb, the superior inteHect of Homo Sapians become suspended (some say
for ever), the throttle hand waves goodbye to days of loving attention, the 1 eft boot stomps,
and crashes down in an often clutchless search for that even lower gear, and the rider
launches himself at, wait for it, the ultimate bog'! whilst his thumb twitches over the self
destruct button, fitted as standard to all PE 175's. Lurching into the morass our intrepid
riders shout with delight "Eureka" we have found it! only to be disappointed as the mighty
OSSA emerges from the otherside (admittedly minus yours truly).

The others flounder like stranded whales, legs going like bee's wings, and slowly
to sad cries of "well maybee the next one" Well I suppose my intention of a well
ghouth out and written account of these happenings has failed, because I have not done what
I set out to do, but I assure you the saga will continue in the next issue. So to my cliffhanger
ending of part one.
emerge

How did Peter Conway get the name the Flying Doctor?
How Dennis Taylor received

French lessons.

How did Peter Cunningham collect a hangover?
Why did Norman sleep thro't aH?
and how Brian McDonald and Nigel Wales, spoke to the mysterious Blodwin over the subject
of Fresh Lamb Butties. Watch this space, and order your copy of our next issue early.

Regards

or
or

Peter Conway, Dennis Taylor, Russell Leigh,
Nigel Wales, Brian (Frenchy) McDonald, Peter (Superbike)Cunningham,
David (I love it) Farndell, Norman (Noddy) Hatton, Tony (Stamp it) Harding,
Brian SWM Gupwell WTRA) and yours truly
Vernon (in Plagiarism) Leigh

HERE IS AN ACCOUNT OF RICK STEWARTS CONTINENTAL CAMPING HOLIDAY ON
HIS BMW. WE HAVE SPLIT IT UP INTO TWO HALVES SO DON'T MISS THE SECOND
AND FINAL INSTALMENT IN YOUR NEXT N, L.
ED
SUMMER IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE

—Or

'Goin

out to
Grasse'ack

in late 1973 a group of trail riders were sitting in the Robin Hood, on a
typically wet Autumn evening, trying to figure out where to go for our next Summer holidays.
There were 7 of us there and the conclusion we reached was that the South of France seemed
the best bet (with its attractions there for all to behold in the flesh, you might say).

As it was still only Autumn, and Summer was a long way off, the arrangements were
postponed till a later date. Meanwhile, word of our intention spread further amongst
'rentacrowd'as we were known by some) and it seemed that up to 15 bikes might be going
down, some of them two-up.
Anyway, as nothing definite had been fixed, the usual happened 'I can't afford
already arranged to go to Bognor Regis'tc. etc., and only 5 of us were left with
thoughts of sunny St. Trop.

it'I'e

Then, one evening (May 24th, 1974}, we (Ron Paterson —
XL250 Honda, John Sellars—
TS250 Suzuki, Pete Lilley QUB Greeves Griffon and myself on m XL250 Honda} were
returning from a day out on the local trails via Buxton, I checked behind, as it was Johns first
ride since being hospitalised in an accident some weeks before, and I wanted to make sure he
was still with us. On looking round again, the only thing I saw was Pete trying to stand his
bike on the front wheel. Then I hit Pete and his bike, than I hit the lamp-post, then I hit the
ground '
don't know about you, but if I come off a bike, for some reason the first thing I
do is check if my watch is still working. Having done this and having no pains, I then got
a hell of a fright when the lamp-post landed 2 feet away from my left'hand....
On recovering from this I tried to stand up —
and then had shock No.2... both my
legs bent, not just in the wrong place, but in the wrong direction as well. This, as I had
been on the bike only 5 seconds before and also as I couldn't feel anything wrong, came as
I'd just broken both my legs,
both a surprise and a puzzle till I reaslied what had happened.
my bike and the lamp-post into the bargain and a cast iron one at that. Not only that, but
I'd put a 6" gash in my left shin on the front numberplate (remember them?) as I went over
the top. John later confirmed what had happened and added that, whereas it was me that had broken
the lamp-post {and not the bike, as I'd thought), I had only spun round once as opposed to the
five times that I'd felt.

The upshot of this was that I spent the Summer in Stockport Infirmary with a steel
pin in one leg and the other strapped to the bed and the 'survivors'f
the original 15 —
Ron, John.
Rhet (XL250), Mike (TS250) and Graham {CB250) ended up camping in Paignton, not St. Tropez.
The idea of Summer in St. Trop. on a bike was still lurking in the back of my mind
though, and in Spring of '78 I decided to buy another.
I was originally looking at 250's, but this
gradually crept up till, last Autumn, I pillaged my Bank and Building Society accounts and
bought an 'R'eg R90/6 BMW, to which I'e fitted a Krauser rack and panniers and top half
Comaco fairing.
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That then is the story of how I came to be sitting on the docks at Southampton on the
evening of Saturday 23rd June last year, along with Sue (then just girl friend, now fiancee,
as we became engaged in Grasse a few days later), BMW loaded up with panniers,
tank bag,
tent etc., on the x'ack. and several other bikers all aiming for
and two 'parcels'ontaining
various parts of Europe,

At about

9. 30 the queue started to move towards the Customs Post and having filed
through this (which was where Sue found out that she'd forgotton to sign her Passport) to the
actual loading dock (which was where an official asked us for our boarding tickets and found
out that the guy at the Customs Post evidently thought m/cycles didn't need them —
none of
the twelve other bikers had been given them either. It was also here that we had our first
view of the loading ramp for the upper deck and decided we wanted to go on the lower deck.
This is a gantry approx 50'igh, on the side of the dock, up to which runs a steel framed ramp with
wooden tracks to each side and bare steel in the centre. At the top of this is a steel square
in which you have to perform a right angle turn on to an off camber steel deck. Not only that,
but the whole thing appears to have been covered with oil and is only fenced in with steel wirenot a texxibly nice thing to have to xide up in the dark, especially with a heavy bike and a
pillion passenger,

The boat arrives in Le Havre at about 730 a.m. and that gives you plenty of time
to get out of town and familiarise with driving on the right before there's too much traffic
around.

In the weeks before the trip we had planned roughly to mileage we wanted/had to
covex each day in ordex to have a reasonable amount of time stopping at a single camp site
near the South Coast. As I was due to ride in the Aberfeldy 2 Day Trial the weekend of our
return and would have to travel up there on the Friday afternoon, we (I) decided to return
on the Wednesday Night Ferry back to Southampton to arrive home at lunchtime on Thursday.
(The holiday had originally been scheduled for the first two weeks in July, but I then found
that the Aberfeldy Trial was down for the 7th k 8th of July and as this had been a superb
to be moved back a week.
event last year, I wanted to ride again this time. 'France'ad
As it was, I still missed the Alan Trophy Trial, the third Duron Trophy round and the
Reliance Trial, but I thought it probably better not to mention this at the time.
The first stop was thus to be 'somewhere in the Loire Valley'nd preferably between
Tours and Orleans. As a result of the early start and fast main roads and despite our
certain French drivexs and
navigation, learning the right of way system through experience,
Here we decided to carry on up
several rain showers we reached Tours by early afternoon.
the side of the Loire (to the North East) towards Blois and camp for the night at Amboise.
Our site guide book showed several sites in the area, but we gradually worked our way through
The sites in the guide
these until in the end we stopped at a municipal site at Onzain nearby.
book (the AA's Camping and Caravaning in Western Europe) we either couldn't find or they were
full or didn't appeal for various reasons.
The next morning we found out how long it took to pack up and load the bike again.
Having woke up at about 8. 00 a.m. we finally 'hit the road'gain at midday. This was after
having waited for the site Guardian to appear, we can+to the conclusion that as there was
nobody around and we couldn't read the Notice Board instructions we might as well go. This
we did and headed off towards Chenonceau, from ~here we aimed to reach the Rhone valley via
Bourges, Roanne and St. Ettiene. Chenonceau is the Chateau that you see in all the publicity
shots of the area, that has the multi-arched gallery spanning the river. Like most of the
similar to Chatsworth, but somehow a lot more
Loire Chateaux, Chenoneau is worth seeing —

interesting historically.
gt seems that during the war, the river gallery
Occupied France and one in Free France and was in use as a hospital and
the local resistance used it to help allied prisoners escape
unsuspected,
forces). For our part the Chateau is remembered as the place where we
watches were both an hour wrong!

had one bank in
thus relatively

from German
discovered that our

Leaving Chenonceau at 2. 00 p.m. we headed South East along our planned route
and having consulted both the AA book and the map, aimed to reach a site in the region between
St. Ettienne and Valence, preferably that at Tournon. Everything went reasonably well until
half way through St. Ettienne where there just wasn't a signpost, or whether we simply missed it
we'l never know, but we ended up down the back streets at about 9. 30 p. m. We were still in
there somewhere at 10. 30. By 12. 30 we had managed to follow signs to a municipal site
but despite the time and both being very tire/, Sue more than I, we didn't stop. We both had
the feeling that when we woke up the next morning, something would be gone, probably the bike.
the site was
Turning out of the site entrance (almost as bad as the Southampton Ferry ramp —
at the top of a steep hill and the road was covered with gravel) we pulled up under a street
lamp to look at the map and wonder if there really was such a thing as a bed. At this stage
our first piece of the night's good luck came along in the shape of a French guy on board a
Gold Wing with his girl on the back who offered to guide us onto the right road. Naturally the
way to the right road meant going the other way and we had to have two attempts at a 5 point
turn on the 1 in 6 hill again. Here our friend had miscalculated the time it would take to turn
a loaded BMW round and had shot off into the night. Realising what he had done he waited
further up the road and led us to the nearest Autoroute access roundabout having decided
that was the simplest way to send us. Here he stopped and pointed out the right turning and
then waved goodbye.
Annonay might have been a smaller St. Ettiene and we ended up in the town centre
looking at the local map and intending to stop in the town square if necessary.
It was at this
moment that two Gendarmes in a van few round a corner at great speed and on an inexplicable
impulse I waved to attract their attention.
Trying to explain to a Gendarme why you are parked
on the pavement in the town square is difficult —it's even harder when it's 1 o'lock in the
morning and the Gendarme doesn't speak English. We tried to explain what we wanted and his
reaction appeared to be telling us to remove ourselves.
Not knowing exactly what he meant but
getting the general message we set off again, resigned to spending the night on the bike and
sleeping all the next day. We parted company with the Gendarmes when we went straight on at
a junction and they turned left. We then ended up down a back street again.
Turning back we
came round a corner and found two Gendarmes in a van heading towards us at 60 mph. Luckily
we both managed to stop! He leaned out of his window, pointed to the ground and shouted
"attendre" several times and not really being able to mistake this time we waited until he had
turned the van round and then followed him, not too sure whether we were going to a. camp site
of a jail. We were both too tired to worry by this time. Following him proved an interesting
task. He may have been in a hurry to get rid of us or he may not but that was the impression he
gave by the way he shot up back alleys and out onto main roads without bothering to either signal
or check for other traffic. Eventually he led us into another municipal camp site whereupon
having told us to pay the Guardian in the morning we were left to our own devices.
Trying to
erect a metal framed tent at 1. 30 in the morning is a noisy enough task on its own, so, this
accomplished we decided it better not to connect up the pump to the bike for the airbed, and thus
had to spend the night sleeping on stoney ground.

The next morning, having loaded the bike up we set off in search of guess who? the
Guardian's office which was in fact at the other end of the site.
Having walked over, we rang
the bell at the gate as directed and....nothing happened.
Thinking "here we go again" we tried
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a second time and a lady shouted across the garden "no, no, go away.... have a good journey".
Not wishing to annoy the lady we b.... d off quick.

we had left the Rhone behind and were nearing the mountains of the Alps
Martime. Passing through Crest and Die the scenery changed to that of a mountain area and
the temperature soared until we were sweating even as we were riding. The xoads from thereon
were superb
the surveyor must have made them with bikes in mind! Perhaps the best way to
describe them is to mention that the heights at road level are the same as for this area except
the figures are in metres,
The other thing worth mentioning is the number of hairpin bends.
We counted up to twelve in a row, but one guy we met later who had been further into Europe
was talking of figures around thirty or forty and with corners so tight he had to do three point
turns
on the main roads.
One further point to remember is that if loaded up, especially with a
pillion who has the intercom controls, is to stick to the centre of the road on the left handers....
When you are in the middle trying to haul the machine up to get round the next corner and the
passenger realises that just over the wall is a 1000'rop their reaction can be disturbing to
say the least.
By lunchtime

—

—

Stopping for lunch in a cafe/bar in some small town we ordered two pate sandwiches,
a lager and a lemonade
were just finishing this lot off when there was one hell of a bang.
The lights flickered a few times and the locals stopped their drinking a second, looked at each
other and then started drinking again. We were wondering what had happened, but, as the
locals weren't apparently moved by the noise we stayed, as well. Within two seconds of that
first thunder-clap another had occurred and there was rain bouncing 1" off the road. Within
thirty seconds the road was a fast flowing river. Within two minutes about six bikers had
appeared from various directions and were sheltering in the bar. This downpour ended as
suddenly as it began, but was followed shortly after by two more, the last one put the lights out
just as I was savouring the delight of the only English style loo for miles. (Those of you who
have toured on the continent will understand the problem).

~d

7. 30 that evening saw us in Grasse.
This is the centre of the French Perfume Industry
and the air is full of the various scents.
Surely, with the good roads, the blue skies, the hot
sun and the perfume filling your head, there cannot be many better places for motorcycling
anywhere!
This is underlined by the fact that virtually every fourth vehicle in the town is a two
wheeler of one kind or another.
Everything from the smallest Spanish Moped to the biggest
Japanese multi is there; from trials bikes to Phil Read replicas plus a few that no one is too
sure what they are, but who cares when about 90% of them 'let on'o you, either by a wave (a
proper one too, not the conservative English raised hand) or several flashes on the headlamp.
It's not just the other riders that acknowledge your passing either; in several towns and villages
people in the street, from Gendarmes to window cleaners would wave; even the farm workers
in the field would stop to watch a bike go past. (Whether it's a different nations viewpoint or
whether its a result of the good weather enabling more people to ride, I don't know, but it makes
a pleasant change to this country! )

The site we were aiming for was just outside Grasse, at a village by the name of Le Bar.
Having passed right through the village with no sign of the site we thought that we'd done it again
and taken the wrong turning.
Continuing out of the village we came across the signs and followed
these to the site. (This was the first one that we'd found that we had actually been aiming for! ).
The pitches were on the hillside, in an old terraced olive grove, and proved ideal —
just enough
room to pitch the tent, but not enought to enable other campers to walk past easily, thus
ensuring a fairly private area immediately surrounding the tent.
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Our basic camping equipment consists of a Vango Force 10. Mk 4 tent along with a
large air bed, two camping stools and a single burner Gaz cooker. The Mk 4 Force 10 is what
I call a two man plus luggage tent. Before this I had the Mk 3 which technically is a 2 man tent
but, if any amount of luggage is to be carried, then it is effectively only a 1 man tent. The Mk 4,
which is to the same design is sufficiently large to be able to hold 2 people as well as their gear.
The air bed some may consider a bulky luxury.... not me! It not only evens out any mountains
under the groundsheet,
but will insulate you from the ground as well. (More important than
—
some think
the cold rises from the ground and insufficient insulation here can mean a long cold
night}. The aluminium stools are again considered unnecessary by some but don't take up much
space or weight and are more comfortable than sitting on the ground amongst the ants (Dead ones'
We only take a single stove for reasons of space again and also as the type of meals we eat when
camping don't usually need more than this. On the bike, the tent, extension {invaluable for
protection from the sun}, air bed and stools wrap up in a groundsheet and strap to a board on
the rack. On top of this, in a large polythene bag go the sleeping bags and blankets etc. This
is all held down by a mixture of straps and airolastics,
under which we also put our wet weather
gear (for easy access in case of a sudden downpour). The tank bag contains the stove, cameras,
food, maps, passports and any other miscellaneous
items that won't fit elsewhere.
Clothing
and other personal gear goes in the panniers.
The first day down there we stopped at the site, resting and generally sorting ourselves
out, buying various things at the site shop. This, apart from one or two cafe meals when we
were out, was our main source of food. The problem with this however was that as it was
primarily a family site, the tinned meals were all in family sizes, except for the tins of Ravioli.
Ravioli is?
TO BE CONTINUED IN YOUR NEXT N. L,

B.M.F.

Ri hts of Wa

Conference

Vernon Leigh attended the above meeting,
on Sunday 2nd September

held at the Post House Hotel, Wythenshawe

1979.

The main points of the meeting are set out below:
The apathy of the average Trial Rider and how to create more worthwhile interest
and work.

The attitude given by the Press regarding the title of "Road Riders" and general lack
of definition between each form of motorcycle sport.
The need to be more aware of fund raising on a National and Local Level. Simply
because large sums of money are required in order to fight legally for our right to
ride on roads which it is sought by Local Councils to downgrade.
The meeting started at 10. 20 a.m. and during lunch a draft letter was produced.
meeting closed at 4.15 p-m.

The

interesting points were raised and aired and it would appear that the Trial Riders
Federation will have to fight hard and long if its members are going to enjoy the freedom of
motorcyling on, as the law puts it "Traversing unmetalled roads where right and legal rights
of way exist".
Several

The complete minutes of the meeting are displayed
worthwhile reading.

on the Notice Board and make very

Also on the Board is a copy of the draft letter, a copy of which you might like to send
to your M. P., after reading the minutes.
E. D.
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TRIALS DATES 1980
13. 1. 80

(R)

John Hartle

Harrat Grange
Peak Forest

Mrs. A.

27.

80

(C)

Novice Youth
over 40

Arbor Low

J. Garlick

30. 3. 80

(R}

John Simi ster

1

~

4 Ways

Diner

Stewart

S. Rosenthal

Wincle
4. 4. 80

(R)

Shirty's

Youth Team

Trial
27. 4. 80

(R)

17-18. 5. 80

TOC Solo
Sidecar

Shirty's

G.Ruffley

Shirty's

Alan Harris

Shirty's

Colin Mather

&

Police Two Day

24. 5. 80

(C)

Duron

25. 5. 80

(R)

Peak Road

21.6.80

(C)

Duron

29. 6. 80

(R)

Youth Championship

6. 7. 80

(N)

Dave Rowland

Peak District

17. 8. 80

(R)

N.Y.

T. B.A.

24.8.80

(C)

Youth

Alderley Edge

V. Leigh

Duron

Hawks Nest

J. East

Novice Youth
over 40

Shirty's

A. Gregory

Fisher Centre

Harrat Grange

S. Thomas

Dale Farm

John Garlick

6.9.80

{C)

21,9.80
26. 10. 80

V Leigh

(R)

1

Trial

2

&

Over 40

T. B.A.
D. Rowland

Championship
30. 11. 80

(C)

Solo

{SR)

Northern Experts

14. 12. 80

21.12.80

M/cr

D. Rowland

17

Gunberland

M. C.

11, 1. 81

(R)

John Hartle

Harrat Grange

K. Roberts

25. 1. 81

(C}

Novice Youth +

Dale Farm

C. Jones

Alderley Edge

V. Leigh

40

22. 2. 81

Youth

Two youth only trials to be run at Alderley Edge.
when calendar available.

Dates and Sec. to be arranged

